2012 DALLAS ARCHITECTURE FORUM FOLIO CALENDAR

- Twelve of Dallas-Fort Worth’s landmark cultural buildings
- Original images commissioned by the Forum from renowned photographer Laura Wilson
- Each image produced on high-quality paper and presented in an oversized collectible folio
- Images can be framed, or folio can be maintained with your art, photography and architecture collection

For more information and to order, click here.

2011 – 2012 LECTURE SERIES

21 Sep
Steven EIRLICH
Thomas J. CAMPANELLA
Pei ZHU
WANG Shu
Qingyun MA
Julie Vandenber SNOW
Mark SEXTON
James CARPENTER
Jason RODERTS
Mehsan MOSTAFAVI

29 Sep
26 Oct
13 Oct
20 Oct
16 Nov
19 Jan
8 Feb
29 Feb
22 Mar

2011 – 2012 PANELS

25 Oct
Stephen FOX
Bob MECKFESSEL, FIAIA
Knys BOYD
Dean Andrew VERNOT
Paul FIELD
Frances COLPITT, Ph.D
Kevin SLOAN
Ely HÖRÖWITZ

8 Nov
13 Dec
24 Jan
21 Feb
6 Mar
27 Mar
17 Apr

2011 – 2012 SYMPOSIA & SPECIAL EVENTS

11 Feb 2012
Fifth Annual Design Symposium

27 Apr 2012
David Dillon Symposium

5 May 2012
Annual Members’ Meeting

BENEFACTORS

SEASON BENEFCTOR
Briggs-Freeman Real Estate
Claire Dewar

DESIGN SYMPOSIUM PRESENTING SPONSOR
Heritage Auction Galleries

CHINESE SERIES BENEFACTORS
Corgain Associates
The Joule, A Luxury Collection Hotel
National Endowment for the Arts

SPRING SERIES BENEFACTORS
Jackson Walker LLP
Rogers O'Brien Construction Company

OTHER SPONSORS

Dallas Architecture Forum
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